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***  Auditor Note -  This audit is being performed as a curtesy for use in evaluation.  It is not meant for public viewing as the information contained herein contains internal trade secrets. 

This transcript is communication of the compliance issues upon this file.  This entry evidences awareness that Title issues exist upon this property.   This is stating a request for Wells Fargo 3476 STATE VIEW BOULEVARD Ft Mill, South Carolina United States of America to keep “funds” in suspense.   

The funds they are talking about would appear to be  associated with the REMIC Trust funds which is associated with “Structured Asset Mortgage Investments II Inc  Bear Sterns Alt-A Trust 2006-2 Mortgage Pass through Certificate Series 2006-A - rolled over to the next page.  Herein called (REMIC-I)

FOR 112811 FZS - the person who entered this comment identifies awareness of a known title issue.

FOR 112211 UZD -  the person who entered this comment would need to be questions as to what attorney they are referencing  for clarity any why funds were suspended




*** Auditor Note- Evidences Wells Fargo as the Pass Through Originator of the REMIC-I asset for The Structured Asset Mortgage Investments II Inc  Bear Sterns Alt-A Trust - Herein referred to as “The Trust”.  (Fort Mill)  

Note for clarity.  A REMIC is a Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduit.  A REMIC is considered a tax exempt Special Purpose Vehicle under US 26 Section 860D of the IRS Code.  Typically there are three separate REMICs under a Master Trust.  
REMIC I represents the pooled loans under certain Classifications, and the claimed REO properties and/or proceeds Herein identified as “The Trust”.  The pooled loans are typically classified under a Tiered System and labeled T1-T2-T3 which in turn corresponds to an attached Class of Certificate, or Component offering in exchange for collateral in turn placed into “The Trust”.  

REMIC II constitutes the alleged assets of REMIC I - This REMIC holds the address of property in a freehold status, for the use of the estate as the bonding mechanism for the securitization process as an Accretion Directed Class upon the Certificates offered in REMIC I.

REMIC III constitutes Regular Interests of the assets of REMIC II andis considered the “Master” REMIC. This would be a consumer’s monthly payments to a sub-servicer who in turn passes it through to the Master Servicer of REMIC III who in turn issues dividends and interest payments to the Certificate Holders of the Mortgage Loan Trust Classification REMIC I on behalf of The Mortgage Loan Trust.

So what you are seeing here is a wholesale mortgage broker NDEX West - brokering to Wells Fargo to secure the funding for the note,  being notated that they closed the purchase transaction file.  And that the Originator of the REMIC-I Wells Fargo Home Mortgage closed the transaction file on the request of the wholesale mortgage broker.  Which in turn is problematic because this identifies that the depositor was obscured from the consumer borrower.  



*** 



*** Auditor Note Clarification from “For 111411 k57” would be needed to determine to which servicer they are referring- The Master Servicer of “The Trust” - The Originator “Wells Fargo” of “The Trust” or the lower level servicer whom is tasked with taking the payments from the consumer to transfer into REMIC III of “The Trust”

COL 110311 V9N - Notates awareness of Title issues
COL 110311 ***  -  Notates and assignment of a Risk Factor in regards to the Original owner conditioned on COL 102711- Cell Manual

COL 110311   appears to be referencing the Attorney Foreclosure Manual Assignments section.   Under The Wells Fargo Attorney Manual herein called  “Manual” there are steps to follow when it is determined an assignment is needed.   This can be found on page 20 of the “Manual”   which states “After pulling title and it is determined an an assignment is needed, log on to MSP and review MAS1/USR3, “FD AOM VALDIDN” field (press F8 twice) and review the status of the assignment”.  These have been deemed as “ta da” documents.  It would appear that COL 110311 V9N was provided a phone number.   Phone numbers are provided when clarity of an issue is required. 

Note:  Reason would dictate this assesment is accurate. Verification would be needed from COL 110311 V9N if this is what is being referenced, and a copy of the “Manual” which is being reference would be needed for additional review.   



*** Auditor Note  This sections shows continued acknowledgement of Title issues.  This shows that Wells Fargo is handling the issue directly and that Wells Fargo Home Mortgage conducted Transfers to Josua Hale and Roshell Green.   Clarification would be needed from both these parties to determine what exactly Wells Fargo transferred from them.  



*** Auditor Note  This sections shows continued acknowledgement of Title issues.  This shows that Wells Fargo is handling the issue directly and that Wells Fargo Home Mortgage conducted Transfers to Josua Hale and Roshell Green and that a request upon these title issues is being requested and is asking if anything else is needed from Wells Fargo Home Mortgage to get this settled.

  Clarification would be needed from both these parties to determine what exactly Wells Fargo transferred from them and what status was provided upon the acknowledged title issues.



*** Auditor Note  This sections shows continued acknowledgement of Title issues.  This shows a request from Wells Fargo to provide an update of the Title issue.

It would appear that   FOR 100611 FZS made a request and entered in a an inquire upon “092311”.  092311 is not listed in these correspondence.   Clarification from  090611 would be needed to address missing correspondence. 

It would appear that FOR 083011 is requesting a follow up on Aged Status.    Age Status is vague and ambiguous - it could be referring to the investment bonds associated with the certificates, it could be referring to the seasoning period of a loan.  Or it could be referring to the statues of limitations for litigation.  Clarification would be needed as to what “Aged Status” is referencing. 

Updated status notates active litigation.



*** Auditor Note   FOR 071211 SNU appeared to order a BPO - P.A.S Through Automation.  This is a reference to the Wells Fargo Home Mortgage Foreclosure Customer Service Liaison (800)868-0043 which is outlined within the Wells Fargo Attorney Foreclosure Manuel.  

Overview - The Foreclosure program under Wells Fargo was designed to compliment a Foreclosure attorney’s current process, procedures and responsibilities through streamlining the necessary contact points with Wells Fargo and providing a greater independence to the Attorney firm.  The Automation reverence is from a link provided through the manual.  “BPO/Appraisal Ordering and Bidding”

It would appear that COL 042611 QRA    - verification of PCALLSTPPLCD meaning would need to be determined as to what this is referencing.  

COL 041211 QBQ  - makes notation of a deleted reinstatement date.  Clarification as to what loan this is referring to would be needed as the Contract holds two very specific and very separate contractual provisions.   When you delete a reinstatement date, you are effectively canceling the loan.  Explanation…  This means this loan at this point cannot be legally transferred under Article -3 §302 you cant be a holder in due course if holder took instrument with notice that instrument is overdue.  

 



*** Auditor Note  - BPO Completed - continued comments from last page..   COL 041211 QBQ  - makes notation of a deleted reinstatement date.    This appears to be an acknowledgment of a loan that was liquidated under the IRS Code US 26 sec 108 accelerated recovery and C.F.R. 1.751 CONSTRUCTIVE LIQUIDATION.   This is also evidenced with the issuance of a 1099-A by a third party.  Claims to title therefore become lost to divestment from date of origination and treated as a final sale under ASC 860 and SFAS 140-3 in turn barring servicing rights under 17 CFR 1122 AB.  These are your from your Financial Accounting Standard Boards..  

The capitalization BORROWER COVENANTS, within the contract itself indicates an “entity” covenant in Contract law, not a “person”.  The contract in question stated (TRANSFER OF RIGHTS IN THE PROPERTY) that the consumer borrower (designated by lower caps)  irrevocably transferred her property into “The Trust”.  If you irrevocably grant a property, you fall into a Government office of accounting. The contract then becomes a basis of the performance of an irrevocable right that you repudiated.    Contracts that evidence direct collateralization of an asset, hold the words BORROWER COVENANTS that borrower is lawfully seised of their estate”.   

In other Words a statement in all caps “BORROWER COVENANTS” when used in acontract denotes the “Entity” not the Consumer. The “BORROWER” whocovenants that the “borrower” (consumer) is siesed (alternate meaning of the word seized meaning a freehold interest upon a fee simple estate) from there “estate” is the Nominee Beneficiary The Mortgage Electronic Registration System herein “MERS”.    In layman terms - this evidences a Warranty Deed of Conveyance for a freehold use in a fee simple estate, as it would be a Constitutional Tort violation to be lawfully seised from your property upon inception.  

A Mortgage Loan Trust could not hold a title lien on record because the verbiage upon a Synthesized Deed of Trust reads “BORROWER COVENANTS that Borrower is lawfully siesed of the estate hereby conveyed and has the right to grant and covey the Property and that the Property is unencumbered, except for encumbrances of record. Borrower warrants and will defend generally the title to Property against all claims and demands, subject to any encumbrances of record.    

Of record are not title records, they are MERS tracking records. Thus clarification as to what loan is being referenced would be needed as MERS dual tracks.  (See HBOR arguments)
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*** Auditor Note  -  It is important to pay attention to the correspondence upon this page.   This is COL 120910 stating they cannot process a request to verify the account due to being in litigation.     It further goes on to state that the account cannot be process, because the homeowner is contesting the foreclosure.

In the manner in which These Passthrough “trusts” were set up it is important to note that a Classification REMIC 1 -  is not designed to hold the deed within it.  It is a tax exempt special purpose vehicle designed for one purpose under “The Trust”.    

Tax exempt special purpose vehicles DO NOT qualify as lawful recapture of a mortgage (see IRC 26 US Code Sec 1250 and 1245 recapture rules and disallowance) in and of themselves.   They are, however designed to hold abandoned property after the fact.  This is outlined in detail within the Pooling and Servicing Agreements and supplemental of every Pass through Trust Auditor has reviewed.   This is also why you will see O.OO on a document transfer tax column upon foreclosure initiated on behalf of Certificate Holders of a Classification REMIC Trust.   This is because they are moving a depreciated property under REMIC II into REMIC I within their own accounting system.   This means that the intent of the Pass Through REMIC going into it, was to take pre-take possession as intellectual property in order to depreciate the property under REMIC II.  IF there is no document transfer tax, then the purpose of the foreclosure is to reconstitute the value of the property for additional tax write offs upon an asset that has already beed depreciated as intellectual property.    Only by forcing abandonment of the property can they move it into REMIC I for accounting purposes.   

A Classification REMIC as a third party foreclosing beneficiary in order to pursue a contested foreclosure for the purpose of an REO recapture into the Classification REMIC violates the tax exempt status under Code US 26 section §860D because if a homeowner contests a foreclosure they have not abandoned the property, nor can they be issued a 1099-A (A stands for abandonment of property for other than ordinary income).

This in turn means they cannot verify a mortgage account upon the property because they cannot reinstate a loan upon the property.   Therefore it stands to reason that if they cannot verify an account associated for and/or to this property because of its contested status, it would mean that there is not way for council to verify a complaint.   To do so would expose the underlaying intent of “The Trust” which would call into question it’s tax exempt status under the pooling and servicing disclosures to the investors.  
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*** Auditor Note  -    The Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP) is designed to help financially struggling homeowners avoid foreclosure by modifying loans to a level that is affordable for borrowers now and sustainable over the long term.  

This appears to be notating awareness that HAMP options were exhausted and that they are making notations in the file that  HAMP letters were sent 9/21/2010.   The Y97 under “The Manual” is a notation that represents the user has confirmed that HAMP LM Options are exhausted and is part of the confirmation process. (except for vacant, non-owner occupied or originated after 1/1/09.  HAMPPresale@wellsfargo.com can provide status of HAMP.   

Notations from those dates would need be reviewed to verify the accuracy of this entry made by FOR 092310 K4X

COL 092110 SSL references a LM160 Letter Sent.  This is a reference to “The Manual”  It states within “The Manual” That if the Foreclosure intervention form was not returned within 30 days, perform the following…”

“1. After the expiration of the 30 foreclosure intervention form please verify the status of Loss Mitigation by reviewing the LM1 screen.a.  If the LM screen is not active and has not been active within the last 30 days, please proceed with foreclosureb.  If the LMT screen has been active within the last 30 days		i. Review the LM denial to determine the reason for the denial		ii. If additional information is required, please contact the foreclosure case processor and		     request any additional information that is needed.c. If the LMT1 screen is active, do not proceed.***** VendorScape needs to be updated with any actions taken by the attorney***** “

This appears to be a verification process. 
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“1. After the expiration of the 30 foreclosure intervention form please verify the status of Loss Mitigation by reviewing the LM1 screen.a.  If the LM screen is not active and has not been active within the last 30 days, please proceed with foreclosureb.  If the LMT screen has been active within the last 30 days		i. Review the LM denial to determine the reason for the denial		ii. If additional information is required, please contact the foreclosure case processor and		     request any additional information that is needed.c. If the LMT1 screen is active, do not proceed.***** VendorScape needs to be updated with any actions taken by the attorney***** “

This appears to be a verification process. 



*** Auditor Note  -   These are references to “The Manual”  under the heading “Referrals/Demand Letters/State Required Letters/Conflict of Interest/Beneficiary Information/Dual Referral”  

For clarity, attorneys receive referrals via Desktop throughout the day.   Demand Letters are (Acceleration Letters)  This is a request of the attorney which is sent with the attorney referral package.   Demand Letters loaded to VendorScape or Desktop prior to completing certain steps.    There is a log code “FCDEMD” if there is not a recent copy in the file.    

FOR2 is a screen under their internal VendorScape or Desktop system which this would appear that no there is awareness that an Acceleration letter was not issued at this time.













*** Auditor Note  -   These are references to “The Manual”  under the heading “Referrals/Demand Letters/State Required Letters/Conflict of Interest/Beneficiary Information/Dual Referral”  

For clarity, attorneys receive referrals via Desktop throughout the day.   Demand Letters are (Acceleration Letters)  This is a request of the attorney which is sent with the attorney referral package.   Demand Letters loaded to VendorScape or Desktop prior to completing certain steps.    There is a log code “FCDEMD” if there is not a recent copy in the file.    

FOR2 is a screen under their internal VendorScape or Desktop system which this would appear that no there is awareness that an Acceleration letter was not issued at this time.



*** Auditor Note  -   These are references to “The Manual”  under the heading “Referrals/Demand Letters/State Required Letters/Conflict of Interest/Beneficiary Information/Dual Referral”  

This page acknowledged title issues, indicates a BPO was ordered and that an an acceleration demand was not sent.   

There appears to be a communication from NDEX West indicating a wrongful foreclosure pending.

For Clarity - 

FOR - indicates an entry for Foreclosure
COL - indicates an entry for Collections
HAZ - indicates an entry for Hazard Claims


A BPO is a Broker Price Opinion upon the value of a property.  
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A BPO is a Broker Price Opinion upon the value of a property.  



*** Auditor Note  -   There appears to be a communication from NDEX West indicating a wrongful foreclosure pending.   It would also appear that Instructions to proceed are being demanded by Wells Fargo Home Mortgage and request to provide explanations.   These demands appear to be made by Stephanie Creech. from 5/14/2010 as a means to update the file.
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*** Auditor Note  -   There appears to be a communication from NDEX West indicating a wrongful foreclosure pending.   It would also appear that Instructions to proceed are being demanded by Wells Fargo Home Mortgage and request to provide explanations.   These demands appear to be made by Stephanie Creech. from 5/14/2010 as a means to update the file.

an acceleration demand was not sent.   
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*** Auditor Note  -   There appears to be a communication from Michelle McGee citing an internal time line from the time the Attorney is given to move the homeowner to a foreclosure sale.  The attorneys are given 124.52 to complete their task.     This is evidence of a Salvage attorney as they are given specific guidelines upon how they are to foreclose.  

Awareness of title problems.  An acceleration demand was not sent.   
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*** Auditor Note  -   There appears to be a communication task request created by Kirstin Krenzer Employee email address noted.     This appears to be an acknowledgement of a QWR or Qualified Written Request sent by the consumer.  It would also appear that this request was escalated. 

*** Auditor Note  -   There appears to be a communication task request created by Kirstin Krenzer Employee email address noted.     This appears to be an acknowledgement of a QWR or Qualified Written Request sent by the consumer.  It would also appear that this request was escalated.

It appears that notation that the BPO was completed with the value of $725k and submitted herein.

Further Observation:  There appears to be an Adjustable Rate Rider.   This rider evidences the use of  the LIBOR as an Index for the loan.   LIBOR or ICE LIBOR (previously BBA LIBOR) is a benchmark rate that some of the world's leading banks charge each other for short-term loans. It stands for IntercontinentalExchange London Interbank Offered Rate and serves as the first step to calculating interest rates on various loans throughout the world.    Arrests were made - starting in Dec. 2012 - for the manipulation of this index.  This effects every loan attached to it under Article -3 §203 transfers cannot be made if the transferee engaged in fraud or illegality affecting the instrument. It would also appear that there is evidence upon the HUD 1 settlement that the property loan was paid for the borrower, making this a bill of sale, further evidencing the property was unencumbered at the time of sale as per the Entity BORROWER COVENANTS. 

It is also important to note that there appears to be a Repurchase or Make Whole referral Form means that the fraud was acknowledged as such by Wells Fargo, however it states that Borrower allowed third party to use her…   with a notation that there was a letter from her attorney.  The request was made by Ricky Cooper Ricky.Cooper@wellsfargo.com  (301) 846-8207and Jose Pinto notated as the manager Jose.Pinto@wellfargo.
The request was denied.  
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Opinion - 
There appears to be evidence of actual fraud. Contract law dictates that if the Deed of Trust does not contain language “providing for a conclusive presumption of the regularity of sale,” it is defective, the sale is considered void by matters of law. Little v. C.F.S. Serv. Corp., 188 Cal. App. 3d 1354, 1359 (1987).

Under Regulations X, Z ,(REG-136676-13) and under Under IRC 26 U.S.Code § 108 et al, it would appear that the consumer borrower has acknowledged her rights and has properly asserted her claims to the property.

It would also appear that under UCC § 2-508 no offer to cure has been made. Therefore it is recommended that in accordance with UCC § 2-510 (1) Where a tender or delivery of goods so fails to conform to the contract as to give a right of rejection the risk of their loss remains on the seller until cure or acceptance- The fraud be acknowledged and new data evidencing identity theft be re-submitted for repurchase.  Reason - in the manner in which these REMIC were incepted, they immediately fell under 26 U.S. Code § 673 - Reversionary interests (a) General rule The grantor shall be treated as the owner of any portion of a trust in which he has a reversionary interest in either the corpus or the income therefrom, if, as of the inception of that portion of the trust, the value of such interest exceeds 5 percent of the value of such portion.   

In cases of Fraud - no beneficiary was assigned.  MERS is automatically dissolved and cannot legally function as a beneficiary.  The remaining problem becomes “The Trust”  as the contract was used as a divestiture for the collateral obtained.  This in turns means that “The Trust” Entity BORROWER obtained fraudulent collateral as a result.   Since the fraudulent collateral is based upon the Future Value of the loan, in this case, as per the TILA Disclosure Statement, that amount would be $2,269,591.58 logic would dictate that it would be less expensive to clear title to cure the fraud upon the consumer in settlement - in order to preserve the integrity of  “The Trust”. 
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Opinion - 
There appears to be evidence of actual fraud. Contract law dictates that if the Deed of Trust does not contain language “providing for a conclusive presumption of the regularity of sale,” it is defective, the sale is considered void by matters of law. Little v. C.F.S. Serv. Corp., 188 Cal. App. 3d 1354, 1359 (1987).

Under Regulations X, Z ,(REG-136676-13) and under Under IRC 26 U.S.Code § 108 et al, it would appear that the consumer borrower has acknowledged her rights and has properly asserted her claims to the property.

It would also appear that under UCC § 2-508 no offer to cure has been made. Therefore it is recommended that in accordance with UCC § 2-510 (1) Where a tender or delivery of goods so fails to conform to the contract as to give a right of rejection the risk of their loss remains on the seller until cure or acceptance- The fraud be acknowledged and new data evidencing identity theft be re-submitted for repurchase.  Reason - in the manner in which these REMIC were incepted, they immediately fell under 26 U.S. Code § 673 - Reversionary interests (a) General rule The grantor shall be treated as the owner of any portion of a trust in which he has a reversionary interest in either the corpus or the income therefrom, if, as of the inception of that portion of the trust, the value of such interest exceeds 5 percent of the value of such portion.   

In cases of Fraud - no beneficiary was assigned.  MERS is automatically dissolved and cannot legally function as a beneficiary.  The remaining problem becomes “The Trust”  as the contract was used as a divestiture for the collateral obtained.  This in turns means that “The Trust” Entity BORROWER obtained fraudulent collateral as a result.   Since the fraudulent collateral is based upon the Future Value of the loan, in this case, as per the TILA Disclosure Statement, that amount would be $2,269,591.58 logic would dictate that it would be less expensive to clear title to cure the fraud upon the consumer in settlement - in order to preserve the integrity of  “The Trust”. 

Respectfully Submitted   Faith Brashear  The Better Quest Team































































































































































































